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ABSTRACT

The conductance at 25°C. of sodium aluminum tetraethyl was
measured in 1,2-dimethoxyethane, 75% 1,2-dimethoxyethane-257. cyclo
hexane, 60% 1,2-dimethoxyethane-40% cyclohexane, 50% 1,2-dimethoxy
ethane -507o cyclohexane, diethyl ether, pyridine, tetrahydrofuran and
in 1,2-dimethoxyethane containing less than 4% cyclohexane.
A previously unreported conductance behavior was observed.

This

compound exhibits an equivalent conductance which decreases, passes
through a minimum, rises steeply, then becomes apparently constant as
concentration increases.
The data is explained in terms of a variation of the ionicassociation theory.

The treatment used here is based on the assump

tion that the conductance immediately beyond the conductance minimum
can be attributed to either the ( + - + ) o r ( - + - )

triple-ion.

However, the tendency to form the two ions will be sufficiently
different that within the range of the experimental work reported,
only one triple-ion need be considered.
The treatment is developed in terms of equilibrium constants and
conductances of ionic and triple-ionic species.

Numerical values for

the parameters are reported for sodium aluminum tetraethyl in these
solvents.
Conductance work of other investigators is discussed from the point
of view of this treatment.
vi

INTRODUCTION

For over 100 years conductance studies have been used In the
Interpretation of the nature of ionic solutions.

Hlttorf (1) in

1853 first showed that the fraction of the current carried by
different ions in solution is dependent on the specific properties of
the ions.

While the number of positive and negative uni-univalent ions

discharged at the electrodes must be equal, the fraction of current
transferred by each ionic species, the transference number, can be
different.

Transference numbers are related to the velocities of the

ions as:
t

*

u* U_
U+ +

u_
+ u_
where u+ and u_ are the velocities of the cation and anion respec
tively, and t+ and t_ are the transference numbers of the appropriate
ions.

Therefore the greater the velocity of one ion relative to that

of the other, the greater will be the fraction of the total current
carried by the faster ion.
Kohlrausch (2) in the late 1800's Investigated the conductance of
a wide variety of electrolytes in aqueous solution.

At that time

Kohlrausch found it convenient to discuss conductance in terms of the
equivalent conductance, which he defined as:

1

2

1000

A

C

where

UL
R

K
and

and

K

K

is the specific conductance

%

is the

A

is the cross sectional area of conducting path

Jl/A

represents the cell constant

length of conducting path

c

is concentration in gram equivalents per liter

A

is equivalent conductance

R

is measured resistance

Thus specific conductance is the reciprocal of the resistance of a
centimeter cube of the solution under investigation, and equivalent
conductance is the conductance per one chemical equivalent.

By

defining equivalent conductance in this manner, Kohlrausch obtained
a quantity which is characteristic of the relative number and the
mobility of free ions per unit volume.
During the period Kohlrausch was making conductance measurements,
Arrhenius, Ostwald, van't Hoff and others were investigating general
physical properties of solutions.

Van't Hoff measured the freezing

point depression for a large number of aqueous solutions.

He found

that the molal depression for uni-univalent salts is greater than that
of non-electrolyte solutes and with increasing dilution they approach
a value of twice that of a non-electrolyte.
Based on the conductance of electrolyte solutions, Arrhenius
proposed a theory of partial ionization in 1887 (3).

His theory was
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based on three assumptions:
1.

Electrolytes are completely dissociated Into their Ions at

Infinite dilution.
2.

The equivalent conductance of free Ions Is independent of

concentration.
3.

An equilibrium exists between ions and undissociated mole

cules which obeys the law of mass action.
The Arrhenius theory could be formulated as:

(l-X)C
AB

Ka

XC
<C
+
A+

(XC)‘
(l-X)C

XC
4- B"

(l-X)

By hypothesis

X
where

A
Ao

AB

is the molecular form of the 1:1 salt

X
A

is the cation

B"

is the anion

X

is the mole fraction of the total concentration of
the solute in the form of ions

l-X

Is the mole fraction of the total concentration In
the form of the molecular species
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and

K^

is the equilibrium constant

c

is the normality of the solution

A

is the equivalent conductance at concentration c

A0

is the equivalent conductance at infinite dilution

By substitution and rearranging

J_
A

=

!
A.

— QA —

+

(1)

K* A 0

Equation 1 is the Oswald dilution law (4).

For a system obeying

this law, a plot of the reciprocal of the equivalent conductance
against the c A

product should give a straight line.

Those solutes

which obey this law are called weak electrolytes and are considered
to follow the Arrhenius theory.

Those solutes for which no consis

tent value of the equilibrium constant can be found, and therefore
do not obey equation 1, are called strong electrolytes.
Although a certain amount of evidence was being accumulated in
support of the Arrhenius theory, Kohlrausch postulated that the
relationship between equivalent conductance and concentration involves
a fractional power of concentration.

Kohlrausch (2) finally concluded

that the square root of concentration best fit his data and empiri
cally proposed equation 2,

A

=

A0

-

G

Jc

(2)
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where 6 is a constant.
Thus at the end of the nineteenth century the nature of electro
lyte solutions was confused.

During the early part of the twentieth

century many workers made contributions that brought some order out
of this confusion.

For example, x-ray work on many salt crystals

showed the absence of molecular units.

Milner (5) was able to

calculate the thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions based
on the hypothesis that strong electrolytes are completely ionic.

And

most Importantly, the nature of the chemical bond was beginning to be
understood.
In 1923 Debye and Hiickel (6) proposed the ion atmosphere theory.
This theory considers that strong electrolytes are completely dis
sociated into ions and that each ion acts as a discrete site of charge
surrounded by a continuous atmosphere of opposite charge.

Using this

model Debye and Htickel were able to calculate the activity coefficient
of an ion in dilute solution.

Later Debye and Hllckel (7) treated the

conductance problem using the ion atmosphere theory.

They proposed

that as the ions move through the solution there is a tendency for the
Ions to be moving away from the center of their atmosphere of charge.
Because an electrostatic attraction exists between the ion and its
atmosphere, there should be a slowing down of the motion of the ion.
This effect is called the asymmetry or relaxation.effect.

An

additional retarding effect on the ion results from the entire
atmosphere of charge being drawn toward the electrode having a charge
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the same as that of the central Ion.

This effect Is called the

electrophoretic effect, and Is actually equivalent to an effective
Increase In the viscosity of the solvent.

From these arguments

Debye and HUckel derived the following equation for an unassociated
electrolyte:

MttcVc r
V

[

DkT

(3)
where

and

c

Is the normality of the salt

£

is the charge of an electron

D

is the dielectric constant of the solvent

T

Is the absolute temperature

k

is the Boltzman'a constant

V

Is

the number of Ions per formula

A

is

the equivalent conductance at concentration c

Ac

is

the equivalent conductance and infinite dilution

W p wo and b are constants defined by

W.

W,

=

f

T

E

b . E (ViZj* hi/Di)
I
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Here

and

V{

1b the number of ions of type 1 per formula

Zi

Is the charge of ions of type i

b<

is the radius of ions of type i

Qi

is the frictional coefficient

of ions of type 1

In equation 3, the first quantity in the brackets represents the
electrophoretic effect and the second quantity represents the asym
metry effect.
Onsager (8) in 1927 improved the Debye-HUckel equation by
considering the thermal motion of the reference ion and utilizing the
Stokes radius of the moving ion in the electrophoretic effect.

The

Debye-Hiickel-Onsager, or more commonly, the Onsager equation for a
binary electrolyte is;

A

1 8 0 0 TTt \

where
T\

is the viscosity of the solution

F

Is Faraday's constant

W

(z* + Z.)(Z+X_+
Xv

Z-A*)

is the conductance of ions of type i
is Avogadro’s number

All other terms as defined in equation (3)

Frequently the Onsager equation Is summarized as:

A

=

A 0 - ( <*Aq +

A

*

& ) {c

or

A 0 -

S/c"

t fi or S represent the constant terms of equation (4).

where

Substituting for the constants for a 1:1 electrolyte, equation (4)
becomes:

A

=

A

It should be emphasized that the Onsager equation is not the
equation of a conductance curve but rather is the equation for the
tangent to the curve at zero concentration.

Even so, the Onsager

equation actually corresponds very well to the experimental values for
a number of solutions of strong electrolytes at low concentration.
For example, experimental data for aqueous solutions of sodium chloride,
potassium chloride and hydrochloric acid follow the Onsager equation
very well up to a concentration of about 0.0036 normal (9).
In 1925 Bjerrum (10) pointed out that although certain electro
lytes may be completely dissociated into ions corresponding to the
Debye-Huckel-Onsager assumptions, electrostatic forces can cause an
association of ions.

According to Bjerrum, this effect can be Important

in water only for polyvalent ions, but will always be important for
solutions of electrolytes in solvents of low dielectric constant.
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These associated Ions are called ion-pairs.

Ion-pairs will form

when the coulomblc force of attraction between the ions is greater
than the rupturing forces arising from bombardment by solvent
molecules. Bjerrum arbitrarily defined an ion-palr to exist when their
distance of separation is less than a value q, which corresponds to the
distance at which there is a minimum probability of finding an ion
with a charge opposite to the charge of the central ion.

Bjerrum

obtained the following expression for q from statistical methods:
*■ 2 .

____

2 DkT
All terms have been defined previously.
Since this definition was proposed, a number of experimental
measurements have been made of the dipole moment of solutions of
ion-pairs (11).

It has been found that the calculated values of q

seem to be high compared to the dipolar separations.
Fuoss (12) in 1935 modified the Onsager equation by considering
the existence of associated ions.

He accomplished this by introducing

a factor, X, representing the fraction of the total solute concentra
tion actually in the form of ions, giving;

A
where

*

X (A. -

S /ex')

(5)

X is the mole fraction of the solute in the form of free
ions.
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In 1956 Azzarri and Krauss found It desirable to describe their
data in terms of a conductance equation for aqueous solutions of
electrolytes in which a small amount of lon-pair formation occurs (13).
This equation is of the form

A

where

( cx A o + A ) fc + Be +

= A0-

A*A

B is a constant characteristic of the solute.

The quantity Be represents the deviation of the conductance of the
free ions from the Onsager equation and A * A

represents the

conductance decrease due to ion association.

By evaluation of

these two quantities, the investigators were able to calculate dis
sociation constants for ion-pairs of ten quartlnary ammonium
halidies in water at 25°C.
In 1957 Fuoss and Onsager (14) extended the Onsager conductance
theory to account for finite ion size and various higher order terms
which had been omitted in the previous development, giving

A

where

s Ao -

+

+ (J,c -

J t c^ XI-«*c*)

E is a constant
and

and

Ec log c

are ion size parameters

Ec log c is a higher order term in the relaxation field.

This equation is applicable to completely dissociated electrolytes and
is found to agree extremely well with a large body of experimental data
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for solute concentrations below about 0.01 normal In solvents with
dielectric constants between 10 and 80.
Equations 1 through 7 are the most important equations which
have been proposed to relate equivalent conductance to salt concen
tration.

When realistic values of the parameters are substituted,

each of these equations yields a decreasing equivalent conductance
as concentration Increases.

Experimental data In solvents of low

dielectric constant for concentrations above the applicable limit
of these equations frequently show equivalent conductances that
decrease, pass through a minimum, then Increase with increasing
solute concentration.

The reported Increases above the minima

are of three types:
1.

a gradual Increase

2.

a very rapid increase

3.

a step-wise increase

Several qualitative explanations for these increases have been
reported.

Sukhotin (15) has proposed that both the minima and the

conductance increases can be entirely attributed to a change in the
Ionic activity coefficients together with a consideration that lonpairs are present.

For lon-pair dissociation Sukhotin writes:

(l-X )c
AB ^
Or
O as

Xc
A+ +

Xc
B“
( X c f f«*
(I - X ) c
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Assuming

( 1 -X )* 1

y v
* ~
where

X

Kj
c*ft

_
"

A
Ac

(8)

Is the mole fraction of the solute in the form of Ions
is the ion pair dissociation constant

and

fa

is the mean activity coefficient

From this equation Sukhotin has calculated activity coefficients
necessary to fit conductance data for a number of salts in solvents
of low dielectric constant.

Activity coefficients so calculated

all occur between the values of zero and one, which is reasonable
compared to usually accepted values.
Kenausis, Evers and KrauB (16) suggested that the minimum in
the conductance curve might be due to a reversal of the law ofmass
action for the ion-pair equilibrium.

A reversal in the normal

formation of ion-pairs with Increasing concentration could release
ions to the solution resulting in an increased conductance.

These

authors suggest that this deviation from equilibrium might be due
to an electrostatic effect resulting from the presence of ions in
the neighborhood of each ion-pair; thereby tending to weaken the
Interaction between the Ions in the ion-pair.
Fuoss and Kraus (17) had earlier explained the step-wise increase
in conductance by postulating that the first rise in conductance is
due to the formation of ion-trlples.

The plateau is then due to

lon-triples combining to form neutral clusters of four ions.

The

next rise is due to the formation of charged five-ion clusters, etc.
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The first Increase above the minimum can then be attributed to the
following equilibria;

[a 4bt] ^

Thus, as solute concentration Is Increased, there Is a decrease in the
concentration of single ions and an increase in ion-pair concentration
according to the first equilibrium.

However, at some concentration the

concentration of ion-pairs becomes sufficiently large that ion-triples
are formed in large enough amounts to increase the conductance of the
solution.

This is represented in terms of the last two equilibria.

These authors then make several simplifying assumptions.
assume K+ ■ K_.

First, they

Second, they assume the conductance at the minimum in

the conductance curve is due in equal amounts to ion-triples and free
ions.

They also assume that below the minimum in the conductance curve

only free ions and ion-pairs exist, whereas above the minimum in the con
ductance curve only ion-pairs and ion-triples are present.

After making

these assumptions, they are able to calculate lon-pair and ion-triple
equilibrium constants as well as to obtain an approximate conductance
equation.
Thus far, only the effect of concentration on conductance has
been considered but it is also necessary to consider changes in
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viscosity and dielectric constant.
The effect of viscosity on conductivity Is very poorly under
stood.

Presently, the only generally accepted hypothesis Is known

as Walden's rule (18):

7\0 A o
where

constant

Is the solution viscosity at Infinite dilution.

This empirical relationship Is widely used even though poorly justi
fied.

Another empirical observation concerning the effect of

viscosity on conductivity is important.

It has been found in a few

systems that as solute concentration increases the viscosity will
remain approximately constant, then a very rapid increase in
viscosity will occur within a narrow concentration range.

Below this

critical range the conductance of the solution may be increasing or
decreasing, but as the viscosity increases, there is a rapid decrease
in conductance.

It is assumed that the decrease in conductance is

due to the Increase in viscosity (19).
Much work has been done on the Investigation of the influence
of dielectric constant on equivalent conductance.

N e m s t and

Thomson (20) in 1893 pointed out that In a solvent of low dielectric
constant, the electrostatic force between oppositely charged ions will
be large and therefore association will be great.

In solvents of high

dielectric constant, association will be slight.

This relationship be

tween association and dielectric constant of the solvent is called
the Nernst-Thomson Rule.
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At this time all experimental results show that equivalent
conductance decreases with increasing concentration in solvents of
high dielectric constant.

However, In solvents of lowtir dielectric

constant a minimum in the conductance versus concentration curve is
frequently observed.

Walden (21) in 1920 proposed the following

relationship for the concentration at the conductance minimum:

d3/ v 0 - A

where

and

A

is a constant characteristic of a given solute

D

is the dielectric constant of the solvent

Cmln is the concentration of the solute at the minimum.

Debye and Hiickel (7) in 1923 utilized the dielectric constant
of the solvent in both terms of the ion atmosphere theory.
The most Important study of the effect of dielectric constant on
ionic association was made by Fuoss and Kraus (17).

Tetraisoamyl-

asxnonium nitrate was studied in mixtures of dioxane-water having
dielectric constants from 2.2 to 78.6.

The conductance minimum was

found to move to higher concentrations as solvent dielectric constant
increased.

In solvents of very low or very high dielectric constant,

the minimum was not observed probably because it occurred outside
the range of experimental procedures.

This work also Illustrated

the general trend that as the dielectric constant of a solvent
increases the equivalent conductance of a solute will also increase.
In 1955 Dension and Ramsey (22) showed that the relationship
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between the ion-ion-pair equilibrium constant and dielectric constant
of the solvent can be represented by the equation:

- log Kd - - log K q + h/D

where

D

Is the dielectric constant of the solvent

KQ

is the equilibrium constant extrapolated to
infinite dilution

Kd
and

is the equilibrium constant at finite concentration

h

is the constant

h

=

€*/a k T

+

ejd2

In the expression for the constant h,
^

is the dipole moment of the solvent

d

is the distance from the electrostatic center of
the cation to the electrostatic center of the anion

and

a

is the distance between the nuclei of the two ions.

In 1957 Fuoss and Kraus (23) experimentally demonstrated a
linear relationship between -log K and 100/D for several salts in
dloxane-water mixtures.
Fuoss and Accasclna (24) applied the Debye-Huckel-Onsager ion
atmosphere approach to the case of higher order associations and
were able to calculate the equilibrium relationship between ionpairsand ion-triples.

(k3)

-1

This equilibrium expression

- ( TTN0a3

3

e

-3

/1000) exp (b3/2)

is:
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where

■ e 2/a^ D k T
N#

Is Avogadro's number

a^

Is the distance between the nuclei of the same charge
In the trlple-ion

and

kj ■ Kf ■ K. m

defined on page 13

Fuoss and Accasclna give the results for tetralsoamylammonlum
nitrate In dioxane-water mixtures with dielectric constants between
2.2 and 78.5.

The plot of the -log k^ versus 1/D apparently falls on

a straight line.
Skinner and Fuoss (25) studied tetralsoamylammonlum picrate
In diethyl ether with the dielectric constant being changed by
changing pressure.

They found the value of a to be 4.9 X for

ion-pairs and the value of a^ to be 15.0 & for ion-triples.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sodium aluminum tetraethyl was prepared and handled in a
nitrogen atmosphere dry box according to the method of A. J. Cox,
Jr. (26).

After the compound had been prepared and twice recrystal

lized from toluene, the salt was melted under vacuum to remove very
small amounts of trapped solvent.

The melting point obtained with

this modification was 127.0° to 127.2°C. which is somewhat better
than the 126.5° to 127.2°C. reported by Cox,

Solvents

All solvents used in this work were purchased as reagent or
higher grade chemicals.

The oxygen containing solvents were

refluxed overnight with lithium aluminum hydride.

Pyridine was

refluxed overnight with sodium, and hydrocarbons were refluxed
for at least several hours with lithium aluminum hydride.
The still used in this work was an all pyrex unit consisting
of a 2 liter flask, a 5 foot by one inch pyrex column packed with
glass helices, a magnetically operated proportional take-off head
and a water jacketed condenser.

All parts of the distillation unit

were connected by V 24/40 ground glass joints.

The top of the con

denser was fitted to a dry nitrogen source which had passed over
hot reduced copper for oxygen removal so that all distillations were
18
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perfoxmed under a nitrogen atmosphere.
80% return to the column.
18 ball joint.
solvents.

The take-off was operated at

Distillate was removed through a number

Specially designed flasks were used to collect the

These flasks were 500 ml or 2 liter in size and were

fitted with two teflon stopcocks.

One stopcock was fitted with a

number 18 socket Joint for connection to the distillation head.
The flasks were also fitted with an inner V 24/40 joint so that
sodium wire could be extruded into the flask.

A S 24/40 outer joint

was sealed to form a cap.
After being refluxed, the solvents were distilled under slight
nitrogen pressure.
discarded.

The first 200 mis of distillate collected were

In all cases, at least 300 mis of solvent remained in

the boiling flask when the collection of distillate was stopped.
Oxygen containing solvents were used immediately after distillation.
The other solvents were used within 30 days after distilling.

All

solvents were distilled into collection flasks containing sodium
wire, and were stored in this manner until used.
The mixed solvents were prepared by volumetric methods with each
volume being weighed.

In cases where the volumetric method gave a

weight percentage which differed from the previous batches, adjust
ments were made to insure that different batches of a mixed solvent
contained precisely the same weight percentages of each solvent.
Thus, different batches of a mixed solvent of one series were always
conslstant in their composition.
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The dielectric constants of the solvents were measured with a
General Radio model 1610 capacitance bridge.

The capacitance cell

was a 100T3 cell manufactured by Balsbaugh Laboratories.

The pure

solvents used in this work were used to calibrate the cell.

Solutions

All solutions were made in volumetric flasks.

Bulk solutions

were made by weighing the flask empty, weighing the flask with salt
added, then weighing when filled to the mark with solvent.

Less

concentrated solutions were made by dilution of weighed amounts of
the bulk solution.

A Mettier type H -6 analytical balance was

installed in the dry box and used to obtain weights to 0.0001 gram.
Densities of the solvents and solutions were obtained using
pycnometers calibrated with distilled water.

Viscosities of the

solvents and solutions were obtained using Cannon-Fenske vlscosimeters.

Stopcocks and socket joints were fitted on each arm of the

vlscosimeters so that the solutions could be charged to the unit in
the dry box then taken to a constant temperature bath to be run.
The socket joints were connected to a dry nitrogen source by ball
joints.

After the nitrogen was used to sweep away any air from above

the stopcocks, the nitrogen pressure was used to raise the liquid in
the vlscosimeter.

The flow times were measured by an electrically

operated 'Stop-It' timer manufactured by Precision Scientific Company.
This timer is accurate to * 0.1 second which corresponds to -0.017.
accuracy for the normal flow times obtained.

The liquids were
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Injected into the viscoslmeters using hypodermic syringes to Insure
accurate charges.

All measurements were taken at 25.00° *0.01°C.

in Sargent Company model 84810 thermostatically controlled constant
temperature baths with thermometer controller.

One bath was filled

with 'marcol' oil while the second bath was filled with water.

Con

ductance measurements were made only in the oil bath.

Conductance

The conductances of the prepared solutions were measured In
pyrex conductance cells of 30 ml to 70 ml capacity.

The cells were

designed so that a small 1/8" by 1/2" teflon coated stirring bar
could be added for internal stirring of the solution.

The stirring

bars were rotated by a conmon laboratory magnetic stirrer sealed in
a copper box and submerged in the oil bath below the cells.

The

electrodes of the cells were platinum plates brazed to platinum wire
sealed through the glass wall into a glass side arm tube.

The lead

wires from the bridge were 18 inches of RG 8/U wire soldered to 6
inches of platinum wire.

The side arms of the cells were filled

with mercury into which hhe platinum bridge leads were immersed.
The cells were standarized with potassium chloride solution prepared
according to the directions of Lind, Zwolenik and Fuoss (27).
different cells were used in this work.
between 0.01 and 1.5 cm”*.

Seven

The cell constants ranged

Calibration of the cells was performed

about once per month and found to change very slightly from time to
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time.

The pure solvents used in this work were investigated and

found to have such high resistances that their conductances were
negligible.
The conductances of the prepared solutions were measured by
a Leeds and Northrup model 4666, Jones type resistance bridge, or
by a RC-16 Conductivity bridge manufactured by Industrial Instru
ments, Inc.

The Jones bridge has a lower practical limit of about

1.000 ohms and an upper limit of about 50,000 ohms and is considered
to be accurate to -0.01 ohm.

The RC-16 Conductivity bridge is

capable of measuring resistances up to 2.5 megohms and is considered
to be accurate to - 1.0% of the measured resistance.

Prepared

solutions were measured in appropriate cells so that the measured
resistances were within the limits of the Jones bridge whenever
possible.

The lower concentration measurable with the Jones bridge

was determined by the smallest cell constant available and the
50.000 ohm upper limit.

However, a few investigations were made

below this limit using the RC-16 bridge.

Since this instrument is

less accurate than the Jones bridge, these data are Indicated with an
asterisk, Implying a lower degree of confidence.

The upper limit

of concentration was set by the cell with the largest cell constant
available and the lower limit of 1,000 ohms resistance of the Jones
bridge.

The oscillator was a Hewlett-Packard Company model 200D

Oscillator set at 3,000 cps operating at about 0.30 volts.

A

General Radio Company type 1232-A tuned amplifier and null detector
was used with the Jones bridge.
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Glass Apparatus

The cells and glassware used In this work were thoroughly
cleaned, soaked with concentrated hydrochloric acid, rinsed with
distilled water five times, then rinsed with acetone five times.
The equipment was dried at least overnight in a 125°C. oven, then
allowed to cool In the evacuated port of the dry box.

Treatment of Data

The resistances of the prepared solutions increased after being
placed in the 25.00°C. constant temperature bath.

For the first 20

hours the rate of resistance Increase was large.

It then decreased

as the solution temperature became constant.
rate of increase was about 0.1% per day.

After 20 hours the

This change in resistance

was attributed to decomposition of the solvent and subsequent reac
tion with the salt.

As the solutions continued to show this increase

in resistance for as long as 120 hours, it was necessary to take
resistance measurements over the period of the 20th. to the 30th.
hours and extrapolate back to the time of mixing.

Regularly the

resistances were measured over an additional 24 to 48 hours to
justify the extrapolation procedure.
No attempt was made to exactly duplicate a specific concentration
due to the extremely difficult conditions of dry box preparation.

How

ever, the research in each solvent system consisted of several sets of
samples.

The concentrations within sets fell between concentrations

of other Bets.

In addition, sets of one solvent system were run in

between sets of other solvent systems resulting in several months
passing between runs on sets for a given solvent system.

The fact

that a smooth curve can be drawn between all data for one solvent
system is taken to indicate the reliability of the extrapolation
and experimental procedures.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The equivalent conductance data for sodium aluminum tetraethyl In
seven solvent systems are given In Tables I through VII.

Table VIII

gives the equivalent conductance for sodium aluminum tetraethyl In
1,2-dlmethoxyethane containing less than 4TL cyclohexane.

Table IX

gives the pertinent physical properties of the solvents used In this
work.

Table X gives the pertinent physical properties of the solutions.
Examination of Table X Indicates that the conductance measurements

within any one solvent system were carried out In a medium of approxi
mately constant viscosity and density.

Although the measurement of the

dielectric constant of a conducting solution Is very difficult to measure, such studies have shown that the presence of an electrolyte results
in a decrease in the dielectric constant.

In systems with low dielectric

constants, this effect Is found to be minimal.

Thus, the common assump

tion Is made that the dielectric constant of a solution can be repre
sented by the dielectric constant of the pure solvent.

Therefore each

series was made under conditions of approximately constant solvent
properties.
The data of Table VIII is summarized In Figure 4 together with
the corresponding equivalent conductance for sodium aluminum tetra
ethyl In pure 1,2-dlmethoxyethane.

The agreement between the two

series Indicates that small amounts of cyclohexane have no significant
effect on the conductance of sodium aluminum tetraethyl In 1,2 dlmethoxyethane .
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The equivalent conductance of sodium aluminum tetraethyl Is
shown at low concentrations in Figure 1, at moderate concentrations
in Figure 2, and at high concentrations In Figure 3.

From these

plots, It can be seen that Figure 2 shows the behavior of the compound Immediately above the minimum In the conductance curves.

To

be consistent with the terms used on page 11 this shape might be
described as a rapid Increase followed by a plateau.
The shapes of these curves will now be considered in terms of
the various existing theories.

To account for this conductance

behavior on the basis of a variation in activity coefficients, as
proposed by Sukhotln, would require a very rapid change in this
quantity in the narrow concentration range where the rapid conductance
rise is observed.

Then, in the plateau region, the activity coeffi

cient would have to change in such a manner that any change in
conductance due to concentration would be exactly eliminated.
According to equation 8, this would require that the ( f* ) ( {C )
product remain constant.
C\/c” ) / (l°g

The Debye-Htickel limiting law requires that

) he approximately constant.

Therefore it seems

unlikely that the conductance curves of Figures 2 and 3 can be accounted
for on the basis of activity coefficients.
To account for this data in terms of an internal electrostatic
effect would also require that the effect begin to occur within a
very narrow concentration range and then become independent of con
centration.

Kraus (16) states that where this effect should occur,
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equivalent conductance should continuously increase as concentration
increases from the conductance minimum to the maximum concentration
or fused state.

Therefore, it seems that the most reasonable expla

nation of this data is that ion-triples are being formed.

The

increase in conductance would then be due to the production of these
charged species.
Fuo8S and Kraus (17) postulated ion-triples to account for the
step-wise increase in conductance for compounds of the type:

V +
where

R

and

Z“

Z

~

is a large alkyl group, i.e. isoamyl
is a picrate, nitrate, etc. anion

Further, they assumed that because of the similarity in size of
the two ions there will be an equal tendency to form (+ - +) and
(- + -) triple-ions.

In this study, such an assumption would cer

tainly appear to be invalid because the compound sodium aluminum
tetraethyl has a much smaller positive ion than negative ion.

There

fore, it is necessary to consider the possibility that the two
triple-ion formation constants are not equal.
The shapes of these curves can be estimated based on the assump
tion that the formation of ion-triples is the most reasonable rationa
lization of this data.
are defined:

For this purpose, the following equations
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for ion-pairs

A

+

u
A

B

?==*

-

TAEfl

'

W

A- B

[ B]

<9 >

for the first triple-ion

2 AB 5 = *
.
'

A, B ♦ B

[A .B] [B ]

[AB]*

'

<1°)

for the second triple-ion

AB

+
,,
.
Kt. '

B

«=*

A Bz

Ca b ]

[AB] [B]

(11>

The signs of the ionic species have been omitted in order to make
this consideration more general.

Fuoss and Kraus

(17) considered the

3 AB

triple-ion equilibrium

A .B

+

[A.B] fA B j
K*

[AB]*

AB2

as follows:
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This Is not an independent equilibrium as can be shown by

.

[A .B H A B J

3

[AB]*

. [B]
[B]

giving

K

.

[A B ]
[ a b ]J b J

K B ] [B]
[a eg*

Kt« K t-

If the equilibrium concentrations are defined as:

and

C

is the total molarity

X

is the fraction of compound as ions

Y

is the fraction of the compound asion-palrs

Z

is the fraction of the compound as the first triple-ion

W

Is the fraction of the compound as the second triple-ion

the concentrations of the various species will then be

[A]

-

XC

[B ]

-

xc

[A B ]

-

YC

[A,B]

-

ZC /2

[A B j

-

WC

+

Making the Arrhenius assumptions, the conductance equation will be

A
where

= XA, +

A

-£At +

WA3

(12)

Is the observed equivalent conductance

A,

Is the equivalent conductance o£ the single-ionic form

A*

is the equivalent conductance of the first trlplelonic form,

and

Aj

is the equivalent conductance of the second triple-ionic
form

It Is now assumed that none of the second trlple-lonlc form Is
present.

Therefore only equations 9 and 10 need be considered.

Also

the terms containing W will not appear In equation 12 or In the concentration expressions.

By substituting the defined concentration

expressions Into the equilibrium expressions and Introducing activity
coefficients, the following equation is obtained from equation 9,

YC
(XCKXC + ZC/2)(ft)f
Y

AK

(13)

and from equation 10,

k

.
'

(ZC/2KXC + ZC/2)«±f
(YC)1

(14)
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By material balance

X + Y

+ Z
<15)

The conductance equation now becomes:

A

= XA, + t A,
(16)

Equation 14 deserves some particular attention.

TK

(Z/2)(X + Z/2)
Y*

=

From equation 15

Y - 1 - X - Z

Therefore,

.

(Z/2)(X + Z/2)
(I - X - Z)*

According to equation 13, when concentration of the solute Is
Increased, X Is correspondingly decreased.

At some concentration

the value of X should be small compared to Z.

TK

3

Then:

(Z /2)2

(l-Z)*
or

7

i/TtT

m

a constant
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Using equation 16 and assuming X to be very small, we have

A

“

(17)

+ A a

Since the terms on the right side of equation 17 are approximately
constant the observed conductivity should approach a constant value.
This corresponds very well to the experimental data plotted In
Figures 2 and 3.

It must, however, be emphasized that equation 16

and 17 are based on the Arrhenius assumptions.

This means that the

Debye-Huckel "S" factor of equation 5 Is disregarded.

Additionally,

the activity coefficients of the Ionic species are considered to be
constants.

Therefore this procedure can only be considered as an

approximation to the actual conductance curve.
Equations 13, 14 and 15 are three equations In the unknowns
X, Y and Z, the solute concentration and the two parameters, AK and
TK.

The equilibrium constants, AK and TK, are assumed to be constant

for the range of concentration of these data.

The appendix gives the

algebra Involved In obtaining the expressions for X, Y and Z In terms
of the solute concentration and the two defined constants.

These

equations are:
Y * [ C * A K * T - 41*]

+

+

Y [OAK-T

X

Y*[C*AK - 2 - O A K T

-

2*O A K

- l]

I -Y
I + 2*T*Y

+

-

O A K

4T]

=

0

(18)

(19)
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Z = 2* T-X*Y
where

(20)

T - AK*TK*C

The combination of equations 16, 18, 19, and 20 are sufficient
to calculate the equivalent conductance curve based on the four
quantities AK, TK, A, , and A a .

However, there is presently no

acceptable means to evaluate these quantities.

Nevertheless, it

was felt that an approximation of the values of the 4 parameters
necessary to fit the experimental curves would be desirable.

The

only available approach was to use a computer program in which the
parameters were estimated by a trial and error method.
18, 19 and 20 were programed for computer solutions.
of the four parameters were arbitrarily set.

Equations 16,
Initial values

Cubic equation 18 was

solved by standard mathematical procedures (28).

Equations 19 and

20 were used to obtain values for X and Z, then equation 16 was used
to calculate a conductance at a concentration of one of the experi
mental data points.
data points.

This procedure was repeated for 9 differen

Subsequent values for the 4 parameters were estimated

by the method of successive approximations.

Unfortunately this

method did not converge to 4 consistent values of the parameters.
Therefore, the values selected were those which gave the least sum
of the absolute percent error.

Table XI gives the best values of the

four parameters obtained by this method for each of the seven systems
investigated.

Tables I through VII also include 10 calculated values
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for the equivalent conductance by this method.

The calculated values

are also shewn in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
The agreement between experimental and calculated equivalent
conductances indicate that this approach gives a very good approxi
mation to the experimental data.

This approach can rationalize the

plateau at higher concentrations, the conductance minimum and the
conductance rise with increasing dilution.

This, at least, would

lead to the conclusion that the step-wise formation for ion-triples
is reasonable.
The work of Fuoss and Kraus (17) might be explained by assigning
the increase and first plateau to the first ion-triple and the next
increase and inflection to the second ion-triple being formed. There
fore, their step-wise conductance curve may be described without
invoking 4, 5 or 6 ion clusters.
In conjunction with his conductance work, Sukhotin also measured
the transport numbers of several alkali-metal halide salts in solvents
where a minimum in the conductance curve is observed (29).

For

example, the positive ion transport number of LiCl in 70% butanol30% hexane is reported as 0.45 immediately below the conductance
minimum and 0.443 immediately above the conductance minimum with an
experimental error of *0.01 for either number.

Sukhotin considers

that, in terms of the triple-ion model, the ionic forms above the
minimum will be (+ - +) and (- + -) triple-ions, and below the minimum
will be ( + ) and ( - ).

From this he concludes that it would be only
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accidental if the triple-ionic forms would have the same transport
numbers as the single-ionic form.

Therefore, Sukhotin concludes that

the similarity of the transport numbers is proof of the absence of
trlple-lons.

However, if the ionic form iranediately above the

conductance minimum is (+ - +) and ( - ) or (- + -) and ( + ) with
( + ) and ( - ) present below the minimum, then one ion, the single
ion, is common above and below the conductance minimum.

This would

result in one ion having approximately the same mobility at either
concentration, and therefore transport nusibers above and below the
minimum should be nearly the same.
In conclusion, it must be admitted that the agreement between
the experimental curves and those calculated by the computer pro
gram may prove to be nothing more than curve fitting with 4 parameters.
At the same time, the model is realistic and the values obtained for
the parameters are not out of line with those expected for these
systems.

Because of the Arrhenius assumptions it is unreasonable to

consider the values of Table XI to be precise measurements of their
respective quantitites.

This is also apparent from the trend in the

equilibrium constants for the 1,2-dimethoxyethane-cyclohexane mixtures
shown in Table XI, where a consistent trend in these values would be
expected, but as can be seen, such a trend is not obtained.

Thus, it

can be said that the calculated data support the general contention
that the plateau is due to the formation of one type of ion-triple, and
the calculated values of the 4 parameters give an approximation to
their values.
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TABLE I
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL IN
1,2-DIMETHOXYETHANE

molarity
eq l"1

equivalent conductance
cm?ohm
experimental

.00003148*
.00004186*
.00005653*
.00009531*
.0002080*
.0002473*
.0005456*
.0009475
.001327
.001846
.002321
.003489
.003702
.003843
.004483
.004547
.005105
.005599
.006991
.009028
.009040
.01149
.01284
.01472
.01506
.01830
.01872
.02325
.06253
.08354
.09226
.1466

*aee page 22

1.978
1.781
1.745
1.403
0.9753
0.9090
1.458
2.787
4.498
7.982
11.90
15.73
16.25
16.33
16.97
16.91
17.50
17.55
17.80
17.73
17.79
17.80
17.96
18.05
18.02
17.73
18.10
18.01
18.01
18.01
18.06
21.58

■1 -1
eq
calculated
1.740

1.588

3.329
5.699
9.780
11.86
15.82

16.82

17.03

18.22
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TABLE II
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALIBONIM TETRAETHYL
IN 75% (VOL.) 1,2-DIMErBOXYETHANE AMD 25% (VOL.)
CYCLOHEXANE
molarity

equivalent conductance

eq 1"*

cm^ohm"^eq"^
experimental

calculated

0003223*

.4452

.4271

001258

.4562

.5634

001287

.5758

.7218

002512

1.215

002562

1.338

002703

1.408

1.742

003357

1.948

2.577

003764

2.411

2.800

004111

2.800

005186

3.101

006507

3.349

008261

3.660

01250

4.147

01423

4.319

01541

4.515

02096

5.251

02441

5.506

5.567

02808

5.907

5.677

*see page 22

3.852

4.861
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TABLE III
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN 60% (VOL.) 1,2-DEMETHOXYETHANE AND
40% (VOL.) CYCLOHEXANE
■ a a a n sa B K sa sH E sssB 9 B B B a B a B K H K a

molarity
-l
eq 1

equivalent conductance
2
-1 -1
cm ohm eq
experimental

calculated

0001893*

.03888

.03872

0002594*

.06720

.05175

0005366*

.1216

.1355

0006504*

.1106

001282*

.3252

.4790

001722*

.5578

.6818

002044*

.6995

002675

.8268

.8150

,004257

1.051

1.129

004636

1.111

1.181

01030

1.652

1.620

,01976

1.866

1.861

*see page 22
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TABLE IV
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN 50% (VOL.) 1.2-DIMETHOXYETHANE AND
50% (VOL.) CYCLOHEXANE

molarity
i-l
eq 1

equivalent conductance

v-,-1eq -1
cm2ohm
experimental

calculated

0002756*

.2721

.2850

0003722*

.2693

.2850

0006991*

.2826

001077*

.2752

001196*

.2808

001402*

.2822

003912

.3699

.3681

005378

.4010

.4210

006011

.4206

.4460

009103

.5304

.5595

009187

.5094

01039

.5518

01286

.6292

01486

.6893

01680

.7548

.8091

02624

.9998

.9662

*see page 22

.2810

.7010

TABLE V
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN TETRAHYDROFURAN

molarity
-1
eq 1

equivalent conductance
v--1eq -1
cm2ohm

experimental
.0003694*

.8933

calculated
.8950

.0006056

1.379

1.211

.001381

4.191

5.781

.001490

9.365

7.215

.001979

10.98

13.21

.002821

13.25

14.00

.003819

13.76

.005581

14.59

15.01

.006329

14.91

15.18

.008253

15.36

15.40

.009087

15.36

.01279

15.90

.01437

' 15.73

.02703

16.98

*see page 22

17.16
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TABLE VI
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN DIETHYL ETHER

lolarity
-1
eq 1

equivalent conductance
2
-1 -1
cm ohm eq

experimental

calculated

0009840*

.1228

.1228

002215*

.08283

.0809

002436*

.07454

.0776

005383*

.05407

.0681

,008423*

.04585

.0704

,01394*

.05212

.0706

,01663*

.05444

.0710

,02047*

.05989

.0714

,02591*

.06965

.0716

,05096

.1829

.1172

,1454

1.433

,2303

3.115

*see page 22

TABLE VII
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN PYRIDINE

molarity

equivalent conductance

eq l"^

cm?ohm’^eq"^

experimental
0004433

.5445

calculated
.5961

001454

2.396

3.360

001768

3.217

4.451

003137

11.82

003615

18.40

17.65

004432

19.10

18.33

005403

19.63

18.91

006735

19.60

01080

21.04

01457

20.95

20.76

02031

21.24

21.10

03705

22.49

21.51

7.120
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TABLE VIII
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL
IN 1,2 -DIMETHOXYETHANE CONTAINING SMALL AMOUNTS
OF CYCLOHEXANE

wt. % cyclohexane

molarity

equivalent conductance

eq 1"*

cm^ohm”^eq“*

.0001074

1.300

1.25 %

.001316

4.256

3.76 %

.003775

16.38

0.69 7.

.004411

16.84

2.98 7.

.005209

17.48

2.71 7.

.01075

17.78

2.67 %

TABLE IX
PERTINENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLVENTS AT 25°C

SOLVENT

100%(vol.)EME

wt %
cyclohexane

0

DENSITY
(g/ml)
Found
Lit.

.862I30

VISCOSITY
millipoise
Found
Lit.

4.32

%

.8611

4.3230

75%(vol.)DME

23.22%

.8281

-

-

4.438

60%(vol.)BME

37.88%

.8171

-

-

4.711

m

50%(vol.)IME

47.55%

.8098

-

-

4.959

DIELECTRIC
constant
Found
Lit.

6.75

6.8031

5.22

-

-

4.40

-

-

* -

3.82

-

-

»

THF

0

%

.8810

,882932

4.68

4.5332

7.14

7.3931

Ether

0

%

.7081

.7077833a

2.25

2.2433a

4.20

4.2633b

Pyridine

0

%

.9785

.9778

8.96

8.8435

33c

12.20

12.3034

DUE * 1,2-dime thoxye thane

*
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TABLE X
PERTINENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF SOLUTIONS AT 25°C

SOLVENT

OONC.
eq/Liter

BQUIV. COND.
2 -1
-1
c m e q ohm

DENSITY

VISCOSITY

gm/ml

millipoise

4.32
4.33
4.38
4.656

100XDHE
100XDME
100XDME
100XEME

0
0.001846
0.01472
0.09226

7.982
18.05
18.07

.8611
.8617
.8621
.8751

75XDME
75XDME

0
.02441

5.505

.8281
.8292

60XDME
60XDME

0
.01030

50XDME
50XDME

0
.009187

THF
THF
THF

0
.001381
.01278
.2703

Ether
Ether
Ether

0
.01663
.1454

Pyridine
Pyridine

0
.004432

thf

DME ■ 1,2-dime thoxyethane

_

-

1.652

.5094
_

_

4.191
15.90
16.97
•

_

.05444
1.433
-

-

19.10

—

4.438
4.471

.8171
.8240

4.711
4.917

.8098
.8104

4.959
5.148

.8810
.8815
.8850
.8913

4.98
4.985
5.07
5.17

.7081
.7092
.7110

2.25
2.374
2.305

.9785
.9743

9.06
9.195
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TABLE XI
CALCULATED VALUES FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS AND EQUIVALENT
CONDUCTANCES FOR SODIUM ALUMINUM TETRAETHYL IN SEVEN SOLVENTS

Solvent

A,

A*

AK

TK

lOOftDME

1.42

37.2

9.95

5.56xl04

757JJME

0.048

13.14

3.74

4.17xl03

60XDME

0.0235

4.41

0.301

8.50xl05

50XEME

0.3

3.00

1.0

3.0xl03

THF

0.075

8.90

6 .0xl04

ETHER

0.0860

3.12xl04

0.039

PYRIDINE

0.10

OIE ** 1,2 -dimethoxyethane

32.5
0.498
44.3

12.5

7.5xl03

1*7
EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE OF N&AlCCgH^)^ IN VARIOUS

SOLVENTS AT LOW CONCENTRATIONS

0.0

log equivalent

conductance

.0

1.0

.001

.002

.003

.004

.005

.006

.007

molarity
experimental □
Pyridine
experimental A
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APPENDIX

This section gives the algebra Involved in obtaining the
expressions for X, Y and Z in terms of the solute concentration
and the two defined parameters, AK and TK.
From pages 30 and 31

equation

(13)

AK

-

( %c ^

equation

(14)

TK

-

equation

(15)

X +

Y + Z -

x + z/2)

L * + fJH
Y
1

«

(II)

(III)

Equation I times equation II

2/2
X*C*Y

AK*TK
Z/2

»

AK*TK*X*C*Y

(IV)

Substitution of equation IV into equation I
AK

AK

X*C
-

Y
(X + AK*TK*X*C*Y )
(V)

— o-------------------X^*C ( 1 + AK*TK*C*Y )

Substitution of the value for Z from equation IV into equation III
X + Y + 2*AK*TK*X»C*Y - 1
X ( 1 + 2 *AK*TK*C*Y ) - 1 - Y
v .
A

1 - Y
1 + 2*AK*TK*C*Y
55

(VI)

56
Substitution of the value of X from equation VI into equation V

Y
f t ^ V -V t / W o J ]
|_1 + 2*AK*TK*OYJ

define T

-

AK

-

C ( 1 + AK'TK’O Y )

AK-TK'C

T

r .i

Y
C ( 1 + T*Y )

|_1 + 2*T*Yj
OA K *

(1-Y)2 (HT*Y) -

Y (1 + 2*T*Y )2

OA K *

(1-2Y+Y2) (1-KT*Y) «

C'AK*

(1 + Y(T-2) + Y2 (l- 2?T) + T*Y3 )

Y(1 + 4*T*Y + 4*T2 * Y2)

- Y + 4-T*Y2 + 4*T2*Y3
Y3 (C*AK*T - 4*T2)

+

+ Y(C*AK*T

Y2 (C*AK - 2*C*AK*T - 4*T)
-

2*C*AK

-

This equation corresponds to equation (18)
Equation VI

corresponds to equation (19)

Equation IV

corresponds to equation (20)

1) + O A K

-

0
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